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Abstract— Fault Tolerance is a configuration that

prevent a computer or network device from failing in
the event of unexpected problem or error such as
hardware failure, link failure, unauthorized access,
variations in the configuration of different systems and
system running out of memory or disk space. The
integration of fault tolerance measures with scheduling
gains much importance. Workflow management systems
support fault tolerance and efficient data handling
mechanisms.
Index Terms—Cloud computing, Fault Tolerance, Grid
Computing, workflow management.
I.INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a comprehensive solution delivers IT
as a service. It is an internet based computing solution
where shared resources are provided like electricity. The
flexibility of cloud computing is a function of allocating
resource on demand. Cloud computing is the combination
of grid computing and utility computing. Cloud computing
has the potential to create irreversible changes in how
computers are used around the world. It is a delivery of
computing and storage capacity as a service to a community
of end-recipients.
Cloud computing is a way of computing where service is
provided across the internet using the models and levels of
abstraction[6]. Many research issues are fully addressed in
cloud such as Fault tolerance, work flow management,
workforce scheduling, security, etc. Grid computing is a
federation of computer resources from multiple
administrative domains to reach a common goal in a single
task to solve the grand challenge problem such as protein
folding, financial modeling etc. Grid computing is sharing
of coordinated resources in a dynamic environment in
which multi-institutional organizations involved.
Cloud computing is a way of computing where service is
provided across the internet using the models and levels of
abstraction[6]. Many research issues are fully addressed in
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cloud such as Fault tolerance, workflow management,
workflow scheduling, security, etc. Grid computing is a
federation of computer resources from multiple
administrative domains to reach a common goal in a single
task to solve the grand challenge problem such as protein
folding, financial modeling etc. Grid computing is sharing of
coordinated resources in a dynamic environment in
which multi-institutional organizations involved.
Fault Tolerance is a major concern to guarantee
the availability and reliability of critical services as well as
application execution. In order to minimize failure impact
on the system and application execution, failures should be
anticipated and proactively handled. Fault tolerant
techniques are used to predict the failure in appropriate
action[2][3]. Fault tolerance is one of the important key
issue in cloud. It is concerned with all the techniques
necessary to enable a system to tolerate software faults
remaining in the system after its development. The main
benefits of implementing fault tolerance in cloud computing
include failure recovery, lower cost,improved performance
metrics etc. When multiple instances of an application are
running on several virtual machines and one of the server
goes down, there exists a fault and it is implemented by
fault tolerance[7].
2. Background: There are various faults which can occur in
cloud computing. Based on the fault tolerance policies
various fault tolerance techniques can be used such as
workflow level and task level.
2.1 Proactive fault tolerance
The principle of proactive fault tolerance policies is to
avoid recovery from faults, errors and predict the failure
and proactively replace the suspected components from
other working components. Some of the techniques based
on these policies are Preemptive migration and Software
Rejuvenation.
2.1.1 Preemptive Migration: Proactive fault tolerance using
preemptive migration relies on a feedback loop control
mechanism where application is constantly monitored and
analyzed.
2.1.2 Software Rejuvenation: It is a technique that designs
the system for periodic reboots. It restarts the system with
clean state[5].
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2.2 Reactive fault tolerance
Reactive fault tolerance policies reduce the effect
of failures on application execution when the failure
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effectively occurs. There are various techniques which are
based on these policies like checkpoint/Restart, Replay and
Retry.

memory leak, uncaught exceptions, missing shared libraries
or job crashes, even incorrect output results could be
produced.

2.2.1 Check pointing/Restart: When a task fails, it is
allowed to be restarted from the recently checked pointed
state rather than from the beginning. It is an efficient task
level fault tolerance technique for running applications.

3.Scientific Work flow
Scientific work flow is concerned with the automation of
scientific processes in which tasks are structured based on
their data and control dependencies[4][15]. The work flow
paradigm for scientific applications on grid offers several
advantages, such as (a) ability to build dynamic
applications with distributed resources. (b) Utilizing
resources that are located in a particular domain to increase
throughput or reduce execution costs. (c) Execution
spanning multiple administrative domains to obtain specific
processing capabilities and (d) Integration of multiple
teams involved in management of different parts of the
experiment work flow. The scientific work flow systems
consists of two elements in the grid work flow management
system namely work flow design and work flow scheduling.
Jayadivya S.K proposed a fault tolerant work flow
scheduling (FTWS) algorithm using task replication and
resubmission based on the priority of the task to achieve a
good success rate by satisfying the deadline.

2.2.2 Replication: Replication based technique is one of the
popular fault tolerance techniques. Replica means multiple
copies. Replication is a process of maintaining different
copies of a data item or object[12]. In replication
techniques, request from client is forwarded to one of
replica among the set of replicas. Various task replicas are
run on different resources, for the execution to succeed till
the entire replicated task is not crashed. Replication adds
redundancy in the system. It can be implemented using
tools like Ha Proxy, Hadoop and AmazonEC2.
Consistencies among replica,replica management, replica
on demand, degree of replica etc are some important issues
in replication based fault tolerance technique. A replication
protocol must ensure the consistency among all replicas of
the same object. Multiple copies of same entity causes
problem of consistency due to update of any copy by one of
the user. Primary-backup replication, voting and primaryper partition protocol are some of the replication protocol.
Large number of replicas will increase the cost of
maintaining the consistency.
2.2.3 Task Resubmission: It is the most widely used fault
tolerance technique in current scientific workflow systems.
Whenever a failed task is detected, it is resubmitted either
to the same or to a different resource at a runtime[4][6].
2.2.4 User defined Exception Handling: In this user
specifies the particular treatment of a task failure for work
flows
Hwang proposes a multi-layered approach for fault
tolerance in work flows[4]. The former tries to hide faults
that happen during the execution of single tasks at the work
flow level, while latter manipulates the structure of the
work flow to deal with faults dynamically. Besides these,
several layers can be identified where detection as well as
recovery and prevention may exist,
2.2.5 Hardware level: lowest level, machine crashes and
network connectivity errors can happen
2.2.6 Operating system level: Tasks may run out of memory
or disk space or exceed CPU time limit. Other faults like
network congestion or file nonexistence can also happen.
2.2.7 Middle ware level: non-responding services probably
caused by too many concurrent requests. Authentication,
file staging or job submission failures can happen and
submitted jobs could hang in local queues or even lost
before reaching the local resource manager.2.2.8 Tasks
level: job related faults can happen, like deadlock, live lock,

3.1 Work flow Design
Workflow design determines how work flow components
can be defined and composed.
3.1.1 Workflow Structure: A work flow is defined as a task or
set of task processed in a predefined order based on their data
and control dependencies. Workflow structure indicates
the temporal relationship between the tasks. In general, a
workflow can be represented as a Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG) and non-DAG.
3.1.2 Workflow Model:Workflow model is also called as
Workflow specification defines a workflow including its
task definition and structure definition. It consists of two
types namely, abstract and concrete. In the abstract in
which the workflow is specified without referring to
specific resources for task execution.
In DAG-based workflow, workflow structure can be
categorized as sequence, parallelism and choice. Sequence
is defined as an ordered series of tasks, with one task
starting after a previous task has completed. Parallelism
represents tasks which are performed concurrently rather
than serially. Choice represent the task selected is to be
executed at run time. In non-DAG workflow determines the
iteration structure. 3.1.2 Workflow Model:Workflow model
is also called as Workflow specification defines a workflow
including its task definition and structure definition. It
consists of two types namely, abstract and concrete. In the
abstract in which the workflow is specified without
referring to specific resources for task execution.
3.1.3 Workflow Composition
Workflow composition systems are designed for
enabling users to assemble components into workflows. It is
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a high level view for the construction of grid workflow
applications and hide the complexity of grid systems. It is of
two categories namely, user directed and automatic. User
directed systems require users to edit workflow directly.
Users can use workflow languages such as Extensible
Markup Language (XML) for language based modeling and
the tools such as Kepler for graph based modeling to
compose workflows. Automatic systems generate workflows
for users according to their higher level requirements such as
data products and initial input values.

3.2 Workflow Management System
Workflow
specification

Service discovery

Grid service

Worklow planning

Advance
reservation

3.3 Workflow Scheduling
Workflow scheduling focuses on mapping and managing
the execution of workflow tasks on shared resources that
are not directly under the control of workflow systems.
3.3.1 Scheduling Architecture
The architecture for the scheduling infrastructure is very
important for the scalability, autonomy, quality and
performance of the system. There are three major categories
in workflow scheduling architecture namely centralized,
hierarchical and decentralized scheduling schemes. The
main advantage of hierarchical architecture is different
scheduling policies can be deployed in the central manager
and lower level schedulers[7][8]. Decentralized scheduling
is more scalable to generate optimal solutions for overall
workflow performance.
3.3.2 Jia Yu proposed a Scheduling algorithm for cost
optimization within users’ deadline
Input: A workflow graph A(x ,y, z)
Output: A schedule for all workflow tasks
1 request processing time and price from available
ervices
convert A into task partition graph G(V, E, D)
distribute deadline D over V and G
Repeat
Sget unscheduled task partition whose task partitions
ave been scheduled
for all i √ S do
ompute ready time of i
Query available time slots during ready time and subdeadline on available services
Make advance reservations with desired services for all
tasks in i adjust sub-deadline of i
End for
Until all partitions have been scheduled.
4.Conclusion
We have presented a survey on fault tolerance techniques is
capable to prevent the further loss due to faults. Fault
tolerance is concerned as a setup or to enable a system to
tolerate software faults in the system after its development.
This paper discussed the fault tolerance techniques in cloud
computing and focus on workflow management systems
and workflow scheduling.

Workflow
execution

Figure No 1
Figure 1 represents the architecture of workflow
management system. User
first submits workflow
specifications with their QoS requirements. The System
then discovers appropriate services for processing the tasks
and schedule the task on the service. It consists of three
major steps in workflow scheduling: Performance
estimation, Workflow planning and workflow execution
with run-time scheduling [3][8]. Workflow planning is to
select a service and execution time slot for every task in the
workflows based on QoS constraints, capability and
availability of the services. At workflow execution time, the
contract between a service provider and workflow
management system may be violated by many reasons such
as resource failure.
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